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8.1 Introduction 

The perceptual system provides to biological and artificial agents information about the 

environment in which they inhabit. This information is obtained by capturing one or more 

of the types of energy that surrounds them. By far the most informative is light, 

electromagnetic radiation in the visible spectrum. The sun fills the earth with photons that 

are reflected and absorbed by the environment and finally perceived by visual sensors. This 

initiates several complex information processing tasks that supply the agents with an 

understanding of their environment. There is an enormous interest to comprehend and 

replicate the biological visual perceptual system in artificial agents. The first step of this 

process is deciding how to capture light. To design visual sensors in artificial agents, we are 

not constrained by evolutionary or biological reasons and we may question if it is 

appropriate to replicate the human visual system. Although at first sight it seems reasonable 

that sensors resembling our eyes are more appropriate for the tasks that we are interested 

for computers to automate, other eye designs present in animals or not explored by the 

evolution may provide better performance for some tasks. 

Eye design in animals began with simple photosensitive cells to capture light intensity. 

From these remote beginnings, eye evolution has been guided towards increasing the 

information that can be extracted from the environment [1]. When photosensitive cells were 

placed on a curved surface, directional selectivity was incorporated to the recorded light 

intensity. The curvature of this inward depression increased and finally formed a chamber, 

with an inlet similar to a pinhole camera. Pinhole cameras face a trade-off between low 
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light sensitivity (increasing with bigger holes) and resolution (increasing with smaller 

holes). The solution both in photography and animal eye evolution is the development of a 

lens. The resulting eye is the design found in vertebrates. The main advantages of single 

aperture eyes are high sensitivity and resolution, while its drawbacks are the small size of 

the field of view and its large volume and weight [2]. For small invertebrates, eyes are very 

expensive in weight and brain processing needs, so the compound eye was developed as a 

different solution toward achieving more information. Rather than curving the 

photoreceptive surface inward, evolution has led to a surface curved outwards in these 

creatures. This outward curvature result in a directional activation of specific photosensitive 

cells that is similar to the single chamber eye, except that this configuration does not allow 

for the presence of a single lens. Instead, each portion of the compound eye is usually 

equipped with its own lens forming an elemental eye. Each elemental eye captures light 

from a certain angle of incidence contributing to a spot in the final image. The final image 

of the environment consists of the sum of the light captured by all the elemental eyes, 

resulting in a mosaic like structure of the world. Inspired by their biological counterpart, 

artificial compound eye imaging systems have received a lot of attention in recent years. 

The main advantages of compound eye imaging systems over the classical camera imaging 

design are thinness, lightness and wide field of view. Several designs of compound eye 

imaging systems have been proposed over the last years [2].  

In this chapter we will present the plenoptic camera and study its properties. As pointed out 

in [3], from the biological perspective, the optical design of the plenoptic camera can be 

thought of as taking a human eye (a camera) and replacing its retina with an compound eye 

(a combination of a microlens and a photosensor array). This allows the plenoptic camera to 

measure the 4D lightfield composed by the radiance and direction of all the light rays in a 

scene. Conventional 2D images are obtained by 2D projections of the 4D lightfield. The 

fundamental ideas behind the use of plenoptic cameras can be traced back to the beginning 

of the previous century. These ideas have been recently implemented in the field of 

Computational Photography and now there are several commercial plenoptic cameras 

available [4], [5]. 

 In this chapter, we will expose the theory behind plenoptic cameras and their practical 

applications. In Section 8.2 we will introduce the lightfield concept and the devices that are 

used to capture it. Then, in Section 8.3 we will give a detailed description of the standard 

plenoptic camera, describing its design, properties and how it samples the 4D lightfield. In 

Section 8.4 we will show several applications of the plenoptic camera that extend the 

capabilities of current imaging sensors like perspective shift, refocusing the image after the 

shot, recovery of 3D information or extending the depth of field of the image. Plenoptic 

camera also has several drawbacks like a reduction in spatial resolution compared with a 

conventional camera. We will explain in Section 8.4 how to increase the resolution of the 

plenoptic camera using super-resolution techniques. In Section 8.5 we will introduce the 

generalized plenoptic camera as an optical method to increase the spatial resolution of the 

plenoptic camera and explore its properties. Plenoptic image processing requires high 

processing power so in Section 8.6 we will review some implementations in high 

performance computing architectures. Finally, in Section 8.7 we summarize the main 

outcomes of this chapter.  
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8.2 Lightfield representation of the plenoptic function 

8.2.1 The plenoptic function 

Every eye captures a subset of the space of the available visual information. The content in 

this subset and the capability to extract the necessary information determines how well the 

organism can perform a given task. To extract and process the visual information for a 

specific task, we need to know what is the information that we need and the camera design 

and image representation that optimally facilitates processing such visual information [6]. 

Therefore, our first step must be to describe the visual information available to an agent at 

any point in space and time. As pointed out in [7], complete visual information can be 

described in terms of a high dimensional plenoptic function (plenoptic comes from the 

Latin plenus, meaning full, and opticus, meaning related to seeing or vision). This function 

is a ray-based model for radiance. Rays are determined in terms of geometric spatial and 

directional parameters, time and colour spectrum. Since the plenoptic function concept is 

defined for geometric optics it is restricted to incoherent light and objects larger than the 

wavelength of light. It can be described as the 7D function:  

 

 

                                                          𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝜃, 𝜙, 𝜆, 𝑡),                                                 (8.1) 

 

 

where (x, y, z) are spatial 3D coordinates, (𝜃, 𝜙) denote any direction given by spherical 

coordinates,  𝜆 is a wavelength and t stands for time. The plenoptic function is also 

fundamental for Image Based Rendering (IBR) in Computer Graphics that studies the 

representation of scenes from images. The dimensionality of the plenoptic function is 

higher than is required for IBR, and in [8] the dimensionality was reduced to a 4D subset, 

the lightfield, making the storage requirements associated to the representation of the 

plenoptic function more tractable. This dimensionality reduction is obtained through several 

simplifications. Since IBR uses several colour images of the scene, the wavelength 

dimension is described through three colour channels, i.e., red, green, and blue channels. 

Each channel represents the integration of the plenoptic function over a certain wavelength 

range. As the air is transparent and the radiances along a light ray through empty space 

remain constant, it is not necessary to record the radiances of a light ray on different 

positions along its path since they are all identical. Finally, it is considered that the scene is 

static, thus the time dimension is eliminated. The plenoptic function is therefore reduced to 

a set of 4D dimensional functions,  

 

                                                           𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜃, 𝜙).                                                          (8.2) 

 

 

Note that we have one 4D function for each colour plane making the plenoptic function 

more manageable. 
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8.2.2 Lightfield parametrizations  

The lightfield can be described through several parametrizations. The most important are 

the spherical-cartesian parametrization, the sphere parametrization and the two planes 

parametrization. The spherical-Cartesian parametrization 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜃, 𝜙), also known as the 

one-plane parameterization, describes a ray’s position using the coordinates (x, y) of its 

point of intersection with a plane and its direction using two angles (𝜃, 𝜙), for a total of 

four parameters. The sphere parametrization 𝐿(𝜃, 𝜑, 𝜙, 𝜓) describes a ray through its 

intersection with a sphere. The 4D lightfield can also be described with the two plane 

parametrization as: 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑢, 𝑣) , where the parameters (x, y) and (u, v) represent the 

intersection of the light ray with two parallel reference planes with axes denoted as x, y and 

u, v at one unit of distance [8]. The point on the x, y plane represents position and the point 

on the u, v plane represents direction, so the terms spatial and angular reference planes are 

used to describe each plane.  The coordinates of the intersection point with the u, v plane 

may be defined as relative coordinates with respect to the intersection on the x, y plane or as 

absolute coordinates with respect to the origin of the u, v plane. Note that all previous 

parameterizations represent essentially the same information, the 4D lightfield, and 

conversions between them is possible except where rays run parallel to the reference planes 

in the two plane parametrization. In Figure 8.1 we show the different parametrizations in 

3D space. In order to make the notation and graphical representations of the 4D lightfield 

simpler, we will use through the chapter a 2D version of the 4D lightfield and 2D versions 

of the 4D parametrizations. The generalization to the 4D case is straightforward. All 

parametrizations are shown on Figure 8.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(a)                            (b)                                                 (c) 

 

Figure 8.1 Lightfield parametrizations (a) two- plane parametrization, (b) spherical-cartesian 

parametrization (c) sphere parametrization  

 

 

The lightfield can also be described in the frequency domain by means of its Fourier 

transform. Using the two-plane parametrization we have: 

 

�̂�(𝜉, 𝜂) = ∫ 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑢)𝑒−2𝜋𝑗(𝑥𝜉+𝑢𝜂)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑢,    
(8.3) 

 

where (𝜉, 𝜂) are spatial frequency variables and �̂� is the Fourier transform of the lightfield. 

x u x θ 
θ 

φ 

1 
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8.2.3 Lightfield reparametrization 

When light traverses free space the radiance along the light ray is unchanged, but the 

lightfield representation depends on the position of the reference planes. Different reference 

planes will be fixed to the optical elements of the plenoptic camera to study how rays 

change inside the camera body. Thus, the reference planes can be moved to arbitrary 

distance d or be coincident with the plane of a lens with focal length f. 

If we displace the reference planes by d units we can relate the original L0 and new 

representation L1 through a linear transform defined by a matrix 𝑻𝑑. Similarly, we can 

describe the lightfield when light rays pass through a converging lens with focal length f 

aligning the spatial reference plane with the lens. In this case we also obtain a linear 

transform defined by a matrix 𝑹𝑓 considering the thin lens model in Gaussian optics [9].  

The matrix description of the transforms is shown below in the spatial and frequency 

domain using the two plane parametrization with relative spatial coordinates (x,u) and 

relative frequency coordinates (𝜉, 𝜂) [10].  

 

𝐿1((𝑥, 𝑢)T) = 𝐿0(𝑻𝑑(𝑥, 𝑢)T), 𝑻𝑑 = (
1 −𝑑
0 1

),  �̂�1((𝜉, 𝜂)T) = �̂�0(𝑻𝑑
−T(𝜉, 𝜂)T),           (8.4) 

 

𝐿1((𝑥, 𝑢)T) = 𝐿0(𝑹𝑓(𝑥, 𝑢)T), 𝑹𝑓 = (
1 0

1/𝑓 1
),   �̂�1((𝜉, 𝜂)T) = �̂�0(𝑹𝑓

−T(𝜉, 𝜂)T),             (8.5) 

Finally, it may be desirable to describe the lightfield by two reference planes separated by a 

distance B in absolute coordinates instead of the relative coordinates with unit distance 

separation. This is useful to parametrize the lightfield inside a camera where the spatial 

reference plane is aligned with the image sensor and the directional plane is aligned with 

the main lens. In this case, we can relate the original L0 and new representation L1 through a 

linear transform defined by a matrix 𝑺𝑩. 

𝐿1((𝑥, 𝑢)T) =
1

𝐵
𝐿0(𝑺𝐵(𝑥, 𝑢)T), 𝑺𝐵 = (

1 0

−
1

𝐵

1

𝐵

) , �̂�1((𝜉, 𝜂)T) = 𝐵�̂�0(𝑺𝐵
−T(𝜉, 𝜂)T),           

(8.6) 

where the scaling factor is the Jacobian of the transform. Since the transformations 

described above are linear they can be combined to model more complex transforms simply 

by multiplying their associated matrices. Inverting the transform it is also possible to 

describe the original lightfield L0 in terms of the new representation L1 

8.2.4 Image formation 

An image sensor integrates all the incoming radiances into a sensed irradiance value I(x): 

 

𝐼(𝑥) = ∫ 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑢)𝑑𝑢 

 

(8.7) 

Therefore, a conventional image is obtained integrating the lightfield with relative spatial 

coordinates along the directional u-axis. In equation (8.7) there is also is an optical 

vignetting term. In the paraxial approximation [9], this term can be ignored. Geometrically, 
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to obtain an image we project the 2D lightfield into the spatial reference plane. In the 

general case, for a n dimensional signal, integration along n-k dimensions generates a k 

dimensional image. For a 4D lightfield, we integrate along the 2D directional variables to 

obtain a 2D image. According to the slice theorem [11] projecting a signal in the spatial 

domain is equivalent to extracting the spectrum of a signal in the Fourier domain. This 

process is known as a slicing operation and can be described as: 

 

𝐼(𝜉) = �̂�(𝜉, 0) (8.8) 

 

The advantage of this formulation is that integration in the spatial domain is replaced by 

taking the slice 𝜂 = 0 in the frequency domain that is a simpler operation. 

8.2.5 Lightfield sampling  

Lightfield recording devices necessarily capture a subset of the lightfield in terms of 

discrete samples. The discretization comes from two sources: the optical configuration of 

the device and the discrete pixels in the imaging sensor. The combined effect of these 

sources is to impose a specific geometry on the overall sampling of the lightfield. 

Understanding the geometry of the captured lightfield is essential to compare the different 

camera designs. In this section we will explore different solutions to sample the lightfield 

and explore its properties. 

8.2.5.1 Pinhole and thin lens camera 

 

The sampling geometry of an ideal pinhole camera is depicted in 2D in Figure 8.2. While 

this model treats pixels as having a finite spatial extent, the aperture is modelled as being 

infinitesimally small. The integration volume corresponding to each pixel of size ∆p is a 

segment in the x axis, taking on a value of zero everywhere except for u=0. The sampling 

geometry of the thin lens model with an aperture of size D is shown in Figure 8.3. Now the 

integration volume for each pixel is a rectangle in the x, u plane, but as we can see from the 

sampling geometry, very low resolution is obtained in the directional reference plane u so 

several approaches have been proposed to improve the directional resolution of the 

lightfield. 

 
(a)                                                                                         (b) 

Figure 8.2 Pinhole camera. (a) Optical model, (b) Lightfield representation.  

∆p is the pixel size. 
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                                             (a)                                                                    (b) 
 

Figure 8.3 Thin lens camera. (a) Optical model, (b) Lightfield representation. 

 D is the lens aperture and ∆p is the pixel size. 

 

8.2.5.2 Multiple devices 

 

A straightforward approach to capture more information from the lightfield is the use of 

multiple devices. This is a solution also adopted in the biological domain that can be 

replicated with the use of an array of conventional 2D cameras distributed on a plane [12], 

[13]. If we adopt the pinhole approximation, sampling the light field from a set of images 

corresponds to inserting 2D slices into the 4D lightfield representation. Considering the 

image from each camera as a 2D slice of the 4D lightfield, an estimate of the lightfield is 

obtained from concatenating the captured slices. Camera arrays need geometric and color 

calibration and are expensive and complex to maintain, so there has been an effort to 

produce more manageable devices. In Figure 8.4 we show an example of a compact camera 

array composed of nine OV2640 cameras. The separation between them is 35 mm, the 

whole board is governed by a FPGA and data transmission is performed through and 

Ethernet 1000 MB under UDP/IP.  More compact arrays for mobile phones have also been 

developed [14].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                                   (b) 
 

 

Figure 8.4 (a) A compact camera array (b) Raw images from the array. Note the need for geometric 

and colour calibration. 
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8.2.5.3 Temporal multiplexing  

 

Camera arrays cannot provide sufficient lightfield resolution in the directional dimension 

for several applications. This is a natural result of the camera size that physically limits the 

cameras from being located close to each other. To handle this limitation, the temporal 

multiplexing approach uses a single camera to capture multiple images from the camera 

array by moving its location [8], [15]. The position of the camera can be controlled 

precisely using a camera gantry or estimated from the captured images by structure from 

motion (SFM) algorithms. The disadvantages of the time-sequential capture includes the 

difficulty of capturing dynamic environments and videos, its slowness because the position 

of the camera or the object has to be altered before each exposure and the necessity of 

either gantry or the SFM algorithms to work in controlled environments. 

8.2.5.4 Frequency multiplexing  

 

Temporal multiplexing solves some of the problems associated with camera arrays, but it 

has to be applied to static scenes so other means of multiplexing the 4D light field into a 2D 

image are required to overcome this limitation. In [16] the frequency multiplexing approach 

is introduced as an alternative method to capture the lightfield using a single device. The 

frequency multiplexing method encodes different slices of the plenoptic function in 

different frequency bands and is implemented by placing non-refractive light-attenuating 

masks in front of the image sensor. These masks provide frequency domain multiplexing of 

the 4D Fourier transform of the light field into the Fourier transform of the 2D sensor 

image. The main limitation of these methods is that the attenuating mask limits the light 

entering in the camera. 

 

8.2.5.5 Spatial multiplexing  

 

Spatial multiplexing produces an array of elemental images within the image captured with 

a single camera. This method began in the previous century with the works of Ives and 

Lippmann on integral  imaging [17], [18]. Spatial multiplexing allows capturing dynamic 

scenes and videos, but transfers spatial sampling resolution in favour of directional 

sampling resolution. One implementation of a spatial multiplexing system uses an array of 

microlenses placed near the image sensor. This device is called a plenoptic camera and will 

be described in Section 8.3. Examples of such implementations can be found in [3], [19], 

[20], [21], [22].  

 

8.2.5.6 Simulation  

 

Light fields can also be obtained by rendering images from 3D models [23], [24]. By 

digitally moving the virtual cameras, this approach offers a low cost acquisition method and 

easy access to several properties of the objects like their geometry or textures. It is also 

possible to simulate imperfections of the optical device or the sensor’s noise behaviour. 

Figure 8.5 shows an example of a simulated lightfield. 
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Figure 8.5 Simulated images from a lightfield.  

8.2.6 Lightfield sampling analysis 

In the previous section, we reviewed several devices designed to sample the lightfield. If 

enough samples are taken from them, we expect to reconstruct the complete continous 

lightfield. However, the lightfield is a 4D structure so storage requirements are important 

and it is necessary to keep the samples to the minimum. The lightfield sampling problem is 

difficult because the sampling rate is determined by several factors, including the scene 

geometry, the texture on the scene surface or the reflection properties of the scene surface. 

In [25] it was proposed to perform the lightfield sampling analysis applying the Fourier 

transform to the lightfield, and then sampling it based on its spectrum for a camera array. 

Assuming constant depth, a Lambertian surface and no occlusions, the lightfield in the 

spatial domain is composed of constant slope lines and the Fourier spectrum of the 

lightfield is a slanted line. By considering all depths or equivalently all slanted lines, the 

maximum distance ∆𝑢 between the cameras was found to be: 

 

∆𝑢 =
1

𝐵𝑓ℎ𝑑

,    ℎ𝑑 =
1

𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛

−
1

𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥

, 
(8.9) 

where B is the highest spatial frequency of the lightfield, zmin and zmax are the depth bounds 

of the scene geometry and 𝑓 is the focal length of the cameras. A more detailed analysis can 

be found in [26], where non-Lambertian and non-uniform sampling are considered. 

Sampling analysis of the plenoptic camera will be detailed in Section 8.4.1. 

8.2.7 Lightfield visualization 

In order to understand the lightfield properties, it is useful to have some way of visualizing 

its structure. Since it is not possible to display a 4D signal in a 2D image, the 4D light field 

will be represented joining multiple 2D slices from the 4D signal to obtain a 2D 

multiplexed image. The directional information for a lightfield with relative spatial 

coordinates (x, y, u, v) can be visualized extracting an u, v slice of the lightfield fixing the 

spatial variables x and y. In Figure 8.6 we see all the u, v slices spatially multiplexed. 

Another alternative shown in Figure 8.7 is to fix a direction u, v and let the spatial variables 

x and y vary. These images can be interpreted as images from a camera array. Finally, in 

Figure 8.8 the pair of variables x and u (or y and v) are fixed and the other pair vary. The 

resulting images are called epipolar images of the lightfield. These epipolar images can be 

used to estimate the depth of the objects using the slope of the lines that compose them 

[27]. In a plenoptic camera, a line with zero slope indicates that the object is placed on the 

focus plane while non-zero absolute values for slope indicates that the object is at a greater 

distance from the focus plane. 
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(a)                                                                                           (b) 

Figure 8.6 Fixing the spatial variables (x, y) and varying the directional variables (u, v) gives the 

directional distribution of the lightfield. On (a) we see the 4D lightfield as a 2D multiplexed image. 

The image in (b) is a detail from (a). Each small square in (b) is the (u, v) slice for a fixed (x, y). 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                                                           (b) 

 

(a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 8.7 Fixing the directional variables (u, v) and varying the spatial variables (x, y) can be 

interpreted as taking images from a camera array. On (a) we see the 4D lightfield as another 2D 

multiplexed image. Image (b) is a detail from (a). Each image in (b) is the (x,y) slice for a fixed (u, v). 

 

 

 

 

 

          (a)                                                                                              (b) 

Figure 8.8 Fixing one directional variable (u or v) and one spatial variable (x or y) generates another 

2D multiplexed image. This is the epipolar image that gives information about the depth of the 

elements in the scene. On (b) we see a detail from (a). Note the different orientations corresponding to 

different depths in the scene.  
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8.3 The plenoptic camera 

A plenoptic camera captures the 4D lightfield by placing a microlens array between the lens 

of the camera and the image sensor to measure the radiance and direction of all the light 

rays in a scene. The fundamental ideas behind the use of plenoptic cameras can be traced 

back to the beginning of the previous century with the works of Lippmann and Ives on 

integral photography [17], [18]. A problem of the Lippmann's method is the presence of 

pseudoscopic images (inverted parallax) when the object is formed at reconstruction. 

Different methods have been proposed for avoiding pseudoscopic images in real time 

applications [28], [29]. One of the first plenoptic cameras based on the principles of integral 

photography was proposed in the Computer Vision field by Adelson and Wang [19] to infer 

depth from a single image. Other similar systems were built by Okano et al.  [30] and 

Naemura et al. [31] using graded-index microlens arrays. Georgiev et al. [32] have also 

used an integral camera composed of an array of lenses and prisms in front of the lens of an 

ordinary camera. Another integral imaging system is the Shack-Hartmann sensor [33] that 

is used to measure aberrations in optical systems. The plenoptic camera field experimented 

a great impulse when Ng et al. [20] presented a portable hand-held plenoptic camera.  Its 

basic optical configuration, comprises a photographic main lens, a Nx Nx microlens array 

and a photosensor array with Nu Nu pixels behind each microlens. Figure 8.9 illustrates the 

layout of these components. Parameters D and d are the main lens and microlens apertures 

respectively. Parameter B is the distance from the microlens x-plane to the main lens u-

plane and parameter b is the distance from the microlens plane to the sensor plane. ∆p is the 

pixel size. The main lens may be translated along its optical axis to focus at a desired plane 

at distance A. As shown in Figure 8.9, rays of light from a single point on space converge 

on a single location in the plane of the microlens array. Then, the microlens at that location 

separates these light rays based on direction, creating a focused image of the main lens 

plane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 8.9 Optical configuration of the plenoptic camera (not shown at scale) 
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To maximize the directional resolution, the microlenses are focused on the plane of the 

main lens. This may seem to require a dynamic change of the separation between the 

photosensor plane and microlens array since the main lens moves during focusing and 

zooming. However, the microlenses are vanishingly small compared to the main lens, so 

independently of its zoom or focus settings the main lens is fixed at the optical infinity of 

the microlenses by placing the photosensor plane at the microlenses’ focal depth  [19]. 

To describe the light rays inside the plenoptic camera, an initial lightfield L0 is defined 

aligning a directional reference plane with the image sensor and a spatial reference plane 

with the microlens plane. We can describe in absolute coordinates the lightfield inside the 

camera L1 after light rays pass through the microlens s of length d and focal length f 

aligning the same spatial reference plane with the microlens plane and a directional 

reference plane with the main lens plane. The relation between L0 and L1 can be described 

using the transforms in Section 8.2.3 as: 

 

𝐿1((𝑥, 𝑢)T) = (𝑏/𝐵) 𝐿0(𝑷𝑺𝑏
−1𝑻𝑏𝑹𝑓𝑺𝐵(𝑥 − 𝑑𝑠, 𝑢 − 𝑑𝑠)T + (𝑑𝑠, 𝑑𝑠)T), (8.10) 

 

where P is a permutation matrix that interchanges the components of a vector since rays in 

L0 and L1 point in a different direction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.10 Ray transform in the plenoptic camera 

 

Equation 8.10 can be explained as follows. We take a ray in lightfield L1 defined from a 

point x on the microlens plane to a point u on the main lens plane and denote it by (x, u) 

and we want to obtain the corresponding ray (x, u’) defined from the microlens plane to the 

sensor plane as seen in Figure 8.10.  To obtain (x, u’) we change the optical axis from the 

main lens to the the microlens s of length d obtaining the ray (x-ds, u-ds) with coordinates 

relative to the new optical axis. As shown in Figure 8.10 the distance between the microlens 

plane and the main lens plane is B, so we use 𝑺𝑩 to rewrite (x-ds, u-ds) using a unit 

distance reference plane from the microlens plane in the main lens direction. Ray 𝑺𝑩(x-ds, 
u-ds)T passes through the microlens s with focal length f that changes its direction, so we 

use 𝑹𝒇 to obtain the transformed ray 𝑹𝒇𝑺𝑩(x-ds, u-ds)T defined from the microlens plane 

to the unit distance plane.  To obtain the corresponding ray in L0, we have to move both 

B b 

sd u 

Main lens optical axis 

Microlens optical axis 

x 

Lightfield L0 Lightfield L1 

u' 
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reference planes b units using 𝑻𝒃 to obtain the ray defined by 𝑻𝒃𝑹𝒇𝑺𝑩(x-ds, u-ds)T. Now, 

we separate the unit distance reference plane to distance b obtaining the ray 𝑺𝒃
−𝟏𝑻𝒃𝑹𝒇𝑺𝑩(x-

ds, u-ds)T from the sensor plane to the microlens plane. Since we are interested that rays in 

L0 point from the microlens plane to the sensor plane, we permute their coordinates using  

P. The final step is to move again the optical axis to the main lens axis obtaining the ray (x, 
u’)T =𝑷𝑺𝒃

−𝟏𝑻𝒃𝑹𝒇𝑺𝑩(x-ds, u-ds)T +(ds, ds)T in L0. The relation between the radiance of 

rays (x, u) in L1  and (x, u’) in L0 is defined in (8.10). 

Computing the matrix products, equation (8.10) can be rewritten as: 

𝐿1(𝑥, 𝑢) = (𝑏/𝐵) 𝐿0(𝑥, 𝑑𝑠(1 + 𝑏/𝐵) − (𝑏/𝐵)𝑢). (8.11) 

In order to use as many photosensor pixels as possible, it is desirable to choose the relative 

sizes of the main lens and microlens apertures so that the images under the microlenses are 

as large as possible without overlapping. Using (8.11) we see that the image of the main 

lens aperture in relative coordinates to microlens s is approximately -(𝑏/𝐵)𝑢 since 

(1 + 𝑏/𝐵) ≈ 1. To use the maximum extent of the image sensor we must have the f-

number condition 𝑑/𝐷 = 𝑏/𝐵 since u varies within the aperture values |𝑢| ≤ 𝐷/2, Note 

that, the f-number condition is defined in terms of the image-side f-number, which is the 

diameter of the lens divided by the separation between the corresponding planes. Using 

(8.11) we can represent the sampling geometry of each pixel in L1 as shown in Figure 8.11. 

Note the difference between the sampling pattern of Figures 8.3 and 8.10. In a plenoptic 

camera, the directional coordinate u is sampled while in a conventional camera the 

corresponding samples are integrated. Another result that can be seen from Figure 8.11 is 

that each row through the x-axis corresponds to an image taken from an aperture of size 

D/Nu. This implies that the depth of field of such images is extended Nu times relative to a 

conventional photograph. 

The plenoptic model of this section represents a simplified representation of reality since it 

does not account for lens distortion or unwanted rotations between the microlens array and 

the photosensor plane. Therefore, a prior step to use this model in practical applications is 

to calibrate the plenoptic camera [34]. Images recorded from several plenoptic cameras can 

be obtained from [35], [36], [37], [38]. 

 

 
Figure 8.11 Sampling geometry of the plenoptic camera in L1. Each vertical column corresponds to a 

microlens. Each square corresponds to a pixel of the image sensor. 

 x 

 u 

dNx 

dB/b ∆x=d=Nu∆p 
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8.4 Applications of the plenoptic camera 

8.4.1 Refocusing 

In conventional photography the focus of the camera must be fixed before the shot is taken 

to ensure that selected elements in the scene are in focus. This is a result of all the light rays 

that reach an individual pixel being integrated as seen in Figure 8.3. With the plenoptic 

camera the lightfield is sampled directionally and the device provides the user with the 

ability to refocus images after the moment of exposure. If L1 is a lightfield from the 

microlens plane to the main lens plane, the image is refocused by virtually moving the 

microlens plane to a distance Bα from the main lens plane obtaining a lightfield 𝐿𝑟 and 

applying the image formation operator in (8.7) as seen in Figure 8.12 (b). For a 2D 

lightfield we have: 

 

𝐿𝑟(𝛼𝑥, 𝑢) =  𝐿1(𝑺𝐵
−1𝑻(1−𝛼)𝐵𝑺𝐵𝛼(𝛼𝑥, 𝑢)T) = 𝐿1((1 − 1/𝛼 )𝑢 + 𝑥 , 𝑢) (8.12) 

Then, applying the image formation operator, we obtain: 

 

𝐼𝛼𝐵(𝛼𝑥) =
1

𝛼𝐵
∫ 𝐿𝑟(𝛼𝑥, 𝑢)𝑑𝑢 =

1

𝛼𝐵
∫ 𝐿1((1 − 1/𝛼 )𝑢 + 𝑥 , 𝑢)𝑑𝑢 

(8.13) 

From equation (8.13), refocusing to a virtual plane is equivalent to integration along lines 

with slope (1 − 1/𝛼 ). It can be interpreted as shifting for each u the subaperture image 

𝐿1(𝑥 , 𝑢) with an amount of (1 − 1/𝛼 )𝑢 and adding all the shifted sub-aperture images. If 

we assume that a plenoptic camera is composed of Nx Nx microlenses and each microlens 

generates an Nu Nu image with O(Nx)=O(Nu) then the full sensor resolution is O((Nx 

Nu)
2
)=O(N

4
). In this case the shift and add approach needs O(N

4
) operations to generate a 

single photograph refocused on a determined distance.  

                            (a)                                                                     (b) 

 

Figure 8.12 (a) Lightfield 𝐿1 inside the camera. Refocusing is equivalent to integration along lines 

with x - u slope (1 − 1/𝛼). (b) Equivalent lightfield 𝐿𝑟 with x - u slope (1 − 𝛼) after virtually 

moving the focusing plane. 

  

A significant improvement to this performance was obtained in [20] with the Fourier Slice 

Photography technique that reformulates the problem in the frequency domain. This 
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technique decreased the computational cost to O(N
4
log(N)) to generate a set of photographs 

with size O(N
2
), giving O(N

2
log(N)) operations to compute a O(N

2
) refocused image. This 

technique is based on the slicing operation in (8.8). Then, using (8.13) we obtain (8.14) 

indicating that a refocused photograph is a slanted slice in the Fourier Transform of the 

lightfield. This can be seen graphically in Figure 8.13 

 

�̂�1 ((1 − 1/𝛼)𝑢 + 𝑥 , 𝑢)(𝜉, 𝜂) = �̂�1 (𝜉, −(1 − 1/𝛼)𝜉 + 𝜂) 

𝐼𝛼𝐵(𝛼𝑥)(𝜉) = 1/(𝛼𝐵) �̂�1(𝜉, −(1 − 1/𝛼 )𝜉) 

(8.14) 

     (a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 8.13 Fourier Slice theorem. (a) Spatial integration. (b) Fourier slicing 

 

Then, in order to obtain a photograph we have to compute first the Fourier transform of the 

lightfield �̂�1. After that, we have to evaluate the slice �̂�1(𝜉, −(1 − 1/𝛼)𝜉) and finally we 

have to compute the inverse Fourier transform of the slice. A discrete version of the Fourier 

slice theorem can be found  in [39]. An example of the refocusing technique is shown on 

Figure 8.14. To characterize the performance of the refocusing process it is necessary to 

obtain the range of depths for which we can compute an exact refocused photograph. If we 

assume a band-limited lightfield the refocusing range is [20]: 

 

|1 − 1/𝛼| ≤ ∆𝑥/∆𝑢 (8.15) 

In this slope interval the reconstruction of the photograph from the samples of the lightfield 

is exact.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.14 Image refocusing at several distances using the discrete focal stack transform [39]. 

 u 

 x 

x= (1-1/α)u 

 η 

 ξ 
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8.4.2 Perspective shift  

In addition to the refocusing capability of the plenoptic camera, it is also possible to view 

the scene from different perspectives, allowing the viewer a better angular knowledge of 

the world. As explained in Section 8.3 the pixels under each microlens collects light rays 

from a certain direction. Thus, considering the same pixel under each microlens, it is 

possible to compose a picture of the scene viewed from that direction.  Perspective images 

are shown in Figure 8.7. 

 

8.4.3 Depth estimation 

Plenoptic cameras can also provide 3D information about the scene indicating the depth of 

all pixels in the image [39], [40]. In fact, the plenoptic camera as a depth sensing device is 

equivalent to a set of convergent cameras [41]. Based on this 3D information it is also 

possible to obtain extended depth of field images in which all the elements in the image are 

in focus. In Figure 8.15 we show the basic geometry of depth estimation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.15 Geometry of depth estimation with a plenoptic camera. 

 

 

It can be seen in the figure above that a Lambertian point at distance Z in the scene is 

transformed through the lens to a point at distance 𝛼𝐵 from the main lens. The set of rays 

emanating from this point is simply a line in 2D plenoptic space with equation 𝑥 = (1 −
1/𝛼)𝑢. Then, we can obtain the depth of the point estimating the slope of the line in the 

epipolar image that was presented in Section 8.2.7. This approach is widely employed due 

to its simplicity [19], [42]. For example, we may write the lightfield L for all points (xi, ui) 

in a neighbourhood N(x, u) of a point (x, u) as: 𝐿((𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖) + 𝒗) ≈ 𝐿((𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖)) +
𝛁𝐿(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖)

T𝒗. Then, noting that in the direction 𝒗 = ((1 − 1/𝛼),1) the lightfield is constant 

due to the Lambertian assumption, we obtain the set of equations 

𝑒(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖) = 𝐿𝑥(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖)(1 − 1/𝛼) + 𝐿𝑢(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖) = 0. Then, we can define a variance measure 

A B b 

 B Z 

) 
u x 
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𝑉𝑀(𝑥, 𝑢, 𝛼) as the sum of the 𝑒(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖)
2 in the neighbourhood N(x, u) and we can estimate 

the unknown slope through minimizing 𝑉𝑀(𝑥, 𝑢, 𝛼) as [19]:  

 

(1 − 1/𝛼) = − ∑ 𝐿𝑥(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖)𝐿𝑢(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖)

(𝑥𝑖,𝑢𝑖)∈𝑁(𝑥,𝑢)

 / ∑ 𝐿𝑥(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖)
2

(𝑥𝑖,𝑢𝑖)∈𝑁(𝑥,𝑢)

 (8.16) 𝑽𝑴(𝒙, 𝒖, 𝜶) = ∑ 𝑳𝒙(𝒙𝒊, 𝒖𝒊)(𝟏 − 𝟏/𝜶) + 𝑳𝒖(𝒙𝒊, 𝒖𝒊)
𝟐

(𝒙𝒊,𝒖𝒊)∈𝑵(𝒙,𝒖)

= 𝟎 

 

(8.17) 

 

Note that the estimation is unstable when the denominator is close to zero. This occurs in 

regions of the image with insufficient detail as is common in all passive depth recovery 

methods. Another alternative is to use a depth from focus approach. If we take a photograph 

of the Lambertian point at distance 𝛼𝐵 from the main lens with the sensor placed at a 

virtual distance of 𝛾𝐵 from the main lens we obtain a constant element with radius: 

 

𝐹𝑀(𝑥, 𝛼) = 𝐷|(1 − 1/𝛼) − (1 − 1/𝛾)| (8.17) 

Then, we can obtain refocused images for several values of 𝛾 and select the sharpest one 

(the image with the smallest radius). There are several focus measures FM that can be 

employed which are basically contrast detectors within a small spatial window in the 

image. Unfortunately, the selection of the sharpest point in also unstable when the image 

has insufficient detail and some regularization method has to be employed to guide the 

solution. In [39] the Markov Random Field approach is used to obtain the optimal depth 

minimizing an energy function. Other regularization approaches include variational 

techniques [42]. Some examples of depth estimation are shown in Figure 8.16. In order to 

use the plenoptic camera as a depth recovery device, it is interesting to study its depth 

discrimination capabilities. This is defined as the smallest relative distance between two on-

axis points, one at the focusing distance Z of the plenoptic camera and the other at Z’ which 

would give a slope connecting the central pixel of the central microlens with a border pixel 

of an adjacent microlens. The relative distance can be approximated as [43]: 

 

(𝑍′ − 𝑍) 𝑍⁄ ≈ ±𝑑𝑘(𝜃 𝑆⁄ )2𝑍 

 

(8.18) 

where d is the microlens size, k is the f-number of the camera, 𝜃 is the field of view and S is 

the sensor size. Therefore, to increase the depth discrimination capabilities, it is necessary 

to select small values of the microlens size, f-number, field of view and focusing distance 

and to select high values of the sensor size.  

8.4.4 Extended depth of field images 

Another feature of plenoptic cameras is their capability to obtain extended depth of field 

images also known as all-in-focus images [3], [39]. The approach in lightfield photography 

is to capture a lightfield, obtain the refocused images at all depths, and select for each pixel 

the appropriate refocused images according to the estimated depth. Extended depth of field 

images are obtained in classical photography reducing the size of the lens aperture. An 

advantage of the plenoptic extended depth of field photograph is the use of light coming 
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through a larger lens aperture allowing images with a higher signal to noise ratio. Example 

of extended depth of field images are shown on Figure 8.16 

 

 

 

Figure 8.16 Depth estimation and extended depth of field images. 

8.4.5 Super-resolution 

One of the major drawbacks of plenoptic cameras is that capturing a certain amount of 

directional resolution requires a proportional reduction in spatial resolution. If the number 

of microlenses is Nx × Nx and the pixels behind each microlens are Nu × Nu, the refocused 

images have a resolution of Nx × Nx and sensor resolution is reduced with a factor of (Nu)
2
. 

Two approaches to increase the resolution can be found in plenoptic cameras. In this 

section we will present some software-based methods while in Section 8.5 hardware-based 

methods will be shown. Software based super-resolution methods discard the optimal 

sampling assumption of the lightfield of Section 8.4.1 and try to recover the lightfield using 

the aliased recorded plenoptic image. In [44] it is show how to build super-resolution 

refocused photographs that has a common size of approximately ¼ of the full sensor 

resolution. It recovers the super-resolution photograph, assuming that the scene is 

Lambertian and composed of several planes of constant depth. Since depth in the lightfield 

is unknown, it is estimated by the defocus method in section 8.4.3. In [45] the super-

resolution problem was formulated in a variational Bayesian framework to include blur 

effects reporting a 7× magnification factor. In [46] the Fourier Slice technique of [39] that 

was developed for photographs with standard resolution is extended to obtain super-

resolved images. Depth is also estimated by the defocus method in Section 8.4.3. In Figure 

8.17 some results of the Fourier Slice super-resolution technique are shown. 

 

 

 

(a)                                                                                                (b) 

Figure 8.17 (a) Super-resolution photographs from a plenoptic camera. (b) Comparison of super-

resolution (left) against bilinear interpolation (right). 
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8.5 Generalizations of the plenoptic camera 

The previous section described a plenoptic camera where the microlenses are focused on 

the main lens. This is the case that provides a maximal directional resolution. The major 

drawback of the plenoptic camera is that capturing a certain amount of directional 

resolution requires a proportional reduction in the spatial resolution of the final 

photographs. In [3] a generalized plenoptic camera is introduced that provides a simple way 

to vary this trade-off, by simply reducing the separation between the microlenses and 

photosensor. This generalized plenoptic camera is also known as the focused plenoptic 

camera or plenoptic 2.0 camera [21]. To study the generalized plenoptic camera, β is 

defined to be the separation measured as a fraction of the depth that causes the microlenses 

to be focused on the main lens. For example, the standard plenoptic camera corresponds to 

β = 1, and the configuration where the microlenses are pushed against the photosensor 

corresponds to β = 0. A geometrical configuration of the generalized plenoptic camera is 

shown on Figure 8.18.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.18 Geometry of a generalized plenoptic camera. Microlenses are now placed at distance βb 

from the sensor and focused on a plane at distance Bα from the main lens. Standard Plenoptic camera 

corresponds to β = 1, α=0. 

As in Section 8.3, to describe the light rays inside the camera, a lightfield L0 is defined 

aligning a directional reference plane with the image sensor and a spatial reference plane 

with the microlens plane. We also describe the lightfield inside the camera L1 after light 

rays pass through the microlens s of length d aligning a spatial reference plane with the 

microlens plane and a directional reference plane with the main lens plane. The relation 

between L0 and L1 can be described as: 

𝐿1((𝑥, 𝑢)T) = (𝑏𝛽/𝐵) 𝐿0(𝑷𝑺𝑏𝛽
−1𝑻𝑏𝛽𝑹𝑓𝑺𝐵(𝑥 − 𝑑𝑠, 𝑢 − 𝑑𝑠)T + (𝑑𝑠, 𝑑𝑠)T) (8.19) 
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That can be explicitly written as: 

 

𝐿1(𝑥, 𝑢) = (𝑏𝛽/𝐵) 𝐿0(𝑥, 𝑑𝑠(1 + 𝑏𝛽/𝐵) + (𝑥 − 𝑑𝑠)(1 − 𝛽) − (𝑏𝛽/𝐵)𝑢) (8.20) 

 

Using (8.20) we can represent the sampling geometry of each pixel as shown in Figure 8.19 

(a). Note the difference between the sampling pattern of the standard plenoptic camera in 

Figure 8.11 and the generalized plenoptic camera. As the β value changes from 1 the 

lightfield sampling pattern shears within each microlens. This generates an increase in 

spatial resolution and a decrease in the directional resolution. If the resolution of the sensor 

is Np× Np and there are Nu× Nu pixels behind each of the Nx× Nx microlenses, the refocused 

images have a resolution of Nr× Nr, where: 

𝑁𝑟  =  max((1 −  𝛽) 𝑁𝑝, 𝑁𝑥) (8.21) 

and the increment in resolution is ((1 − β) Nu)
2
 that is (1 − β)

 2
 times the number of pixels 

in each microlens [3],[47]. Note that the change of pixel size in the x axis is reflected in 

Figures 8.11 and 8.19 varying from d to ∆p/ (1 − β) leading to the increment in resolution 

in (8.21) 

 

 

 

            (a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 8.19 Sampling geometry of the generalized plenoptic camera. (a) Sampling in L1. Each 

vertical column corresponds to a microlens. Each sheared square corresponds to a pixel of the image 

sensor. Pixel slope in the x-u plane is βb/((1-β)B). (b) Sampling in Lr where the microlens plane is at 

distance Bα from the main lens and α verifies (8.22). 

In order to exploit the resolution capabilities of the generalized plenoptic camera, the focus 

of its main lens has to be done differently than in a conventional or plenoptic camera [3]. In 

conventional and standard plenoptic cameras best results are obtained by optically focusing 

on the subject of interest. On the other side, as shown in Figure 8.19 (a) the highest final 

image resolution occurs when the refocusing plane verifies: 

 

1 − 1/𝛼 = 𝛽 𝑏/((1 − 𝛽)𝐵), 
 

(8.22) 

-αbβ/((1-β)B) 
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or equivalently 𝛼 = 𝛽𝑏/(𝐵(1 − 𝛽)). The sampling pattern for a lightfield Lr where the 

microlens plane is at distance Bα from the main lens plane and α verifies (8.22) is shown in 

Figure 8.19 (b). If we want to obtain the maximum resolution at depth B, we should 

optically focus the main lens by positioning it at depth B/α for an optimal focusing distance 

of: 

 

𝐵𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝐵 − 𝑏𝛽/(1 − 𝛽). 
 

(8.23) 

Refocused photographs from a generalized plenoptic camera are shown in Figure 8.20. 

Other generalizations of the standard design include the use of microlenses with different 

focal lengths [48], [49] to increase  the depth of field of the generalized plenoptic camera or 

the use microlenses with different apertures to obtain high dynamic range imaging [50].  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Figure 8.20 Refocusing from a generalized plenoptic camera 

8.6 High Performance Computing with Plenoptic Cameras 

Processing and rendering the plenoptic images requires significant computational power 

and memory bandwidth. At the same time, interactive rendering performance is highly 

desirable so that users can explore the variety of images that can be rendered from a single 

plenoptic image. For example, it is desirable to analyse the refocused photographs as a 

whole to estimate depth or to select a group of them with focus on determined elements. 

Therefore, it is convenient to use fast algorithms and appropriate hardware platform such as 

FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) or GPU (Graphics Processing Unit). A GPU is a 

co-processor that takes on graphical calculations and transformations so that the main CPU 

does not have to be burdened by them. The FPGAs are semiconductor devices that are 

based on a matrix of configurable logic blocks connected via programmable interconnects. 

This technology makes possible to insert the applications on a custom built integrated 

circuits. Also, FPGA devices offer extremely high-performance signal processing through 

parallelism and highly flexible interconnection possibilities. In [44] a method is presented 

for simultaneously recovering super-resolved depth and all-in-focus images from a standard 

plenoptic camera in near real time using graphics processing units (GPUs). In [51] a GPU-

based approach for lightfield processing and rendering for a generalized plenoptic camera is 

detailed. The rendering performance allows to process 39Mpixel plenoptic data to 2Mpixel 

images with frame rates in excess of 500 frames per second. Another application example 
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for FPGAs is presented in  [52]. The authors describe a fast, specialized hardware 

implementation of a super-resolution algorithm for plenoptic cameras.  Results show a time 

reduction factor of 50 in comparison with the solution on a conventional computer.  

Another algorithm designed for FPGA devices is shown in [53]. The authors describe a 

low-cost embedded hardware architecture for real-time refocusing based on a standard 

plenoptic camera.  The video output is transmitted via High-Definition Multimedia 

Interface (HDMI) with a resolution of 720p at a frame rate of 60 fps conforming to the HD 

ready standard. 

8.7  Conclusions 

During the last years the field of Computational Photography continued developing new 

devices with unconventional structures that extends the capabilities of current commercial 

cameras. The design of these sensors is guided towards increasing the information that can 

be captured from the environment. The available visual information can be described 

through the plenoptic function and its simplified 4D lightfield representation. In this 

chapter, we have reviewed several devices to capture this visual information and shown 

how the plenoptic camera captures the lightfield by inserting a microlens array between the 

lens of the camera and the image sensor measuring the radiance and direction of all the 

light rays in a scene. We have explained how the plenoptic images can be used, for 

instance, to change the scene viewpoint, to refocus the image, to estimate the scene depth or 

to obtain extended depth of field images. The drawback of the plenoptic camera in terms of 

spatial resolution loss has also been detailed and some solutions to overcome these 

problems have also been presented. Finally, we have explored the computational part of the 

techniques presented in high performance computing platforms such as GPUs and FPGAs. 

The plenoptic camera has left the research laboratories and now several commercial 

versions can be found [4], [5], [13]. We expect that the extension of its use will increase the 

capabilities of current imaging sensors and drive imaging science to new directions. 
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